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Link Lab Inaugural Affiliates Program

Board of Advisors Seat
Initial focus will be to help develop curriculum for our planned Masters Degree in Cyber-Physical Systems.

Recruitment Roadmap
Customized and dedicated Affiliate recruitment strategy consisting of company information sessions, table set-up, and student interviews. Priority for event type, date, and time given to affiliates as well as access to student e-resumes to best match your hiring cycles and position needs.

Co-host CPS Technology Forums
Invite your leadership and subject matter experts to jointly host a day of discussion around the profound technology questions of tomorrow. A public program of focused talks from Link Lab researchers and Affiliate experts will explore topics germane to your business interests.

VIP Access to Demo Days
Exclusive early access to the Faculty, Staff, and Students as they demonstrate their work and showcase their experiments.

Flexible Affiliate Hoteling
Access to scheduled desk space in Link Lab, providing the opportunity to engage Faculty and Students in our dynamic and open environment.

Link Lab Affiliates Wall and Website
Your company prominently displayed in both the virtual and real world as a proud partner of Link Lab.
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Additional Opportunities

Naming and Branding
Sponsored Research
Sponsor research conducted by our faculty and students that addresses your pressing Cyber-Physical System needs.

Student Capstones
Sponsor a student capstone project designed to address real-world Cyber-Physical System problems.

Graduate Fellowships
Named fellowship to support research with a graduate student.

Full-time Affiliate Desk
Dedicated work site within the Link Lab, giving permanent presence to your company and approved partners alongside our researchers.

Hosted Events
Premier hosting and sponsorship of flagship events at Link Lab, i.e. Tech Takeover, Hackathon, and more.

Focused Strategy Workshops
Personalized sessions tailored to your needs. Link Lab can hold 101’s on emerging technology areas, develop blueprints for your corporate technology strategy, and more.
If You Do What You’ve Always Done, You Get What You’ve Always Gotten